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Abstract
I In an earlier study a relative simple mathematical model has been constructed
I to simulate the energy transfer on a cellular scale and thus gain insight in the
| fundamental processes of BNCT. Based on this work, a more realistic micro
[ dosimetry model is developed. The new facets of the model are: the treatment

of proton recoil, the calculation of the distribution of energy depositions, and the
determination of the number of particles crossing the target nucleus subdivided
in place of origin. Besides these extensions, new stopping power tables for the

] emitted particles are generated and biased Monte Carlo techniques are used to
1 reduce computer time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is based on the selective uptake of
boron nuclei (10B) in malignant tissue and subsequent irradiation with thermal
neutrons. These two components, utilized separately with no effect on healthy
cells, are brought together within the malignant tissue. When a nucleus of 10B
captures a neutron, an unstable isotope U B is formed, which instantly decays,
yielding a lithium nucleus (7Li) and an alpha particle (a 4He nucleus). These
particles will form a cell-destructive field of ionizing radiation, but because of
the cellular range of the emitted particles, this field will extend over and restrict
to the tumorous tissue. However the principle of BNCT is simple, a conversion
into a selective cancer therapy is far from straight forward. The neutrons will
induce other reactions than the boron capture reaction, thus exposing the cells
to a complex radiation fields and the boron uptake is at present not completely
restricted to malignant cells.

The Petten BNCT project has the general objective to develop this principle
into a novel cancer therapy characterized by two features: safety and efficacy. To
achieve safety for healthy tissue, a good insight in the fundamental mechanism
of BNCT is very important. The biological effect of the irradiation is related to
the energy transfer from the ionizing radiation to the individual cells. Therefore a
model, which can calculate these energy transfers on a cellular scale, is vital for
the understanding and development of BNCT.

Based on a previous study [1], an advanced model is developed. Novel fea-
tures of the model are: the determination of the energy deposition in a cell due to
the recoil of protons induced by epithermal and fast neutrons, and the calculation
of the distribution of energy depositions in the nucleus of a cell. These extensions
make the model a versatile tool to calculate the therapeutic gain as well as the
limiting factors in a therapy situation.

Through the determination of the distribution of energy depositions in the cell
nucleus (hit size curves) the model can be used as a tool to analyze radiobiological
experiments, in which cell systems (cell suspensions, tissue) prepared with boron
compounds are exposed to a field of neutrons, the biological effects (as for instance
cell survivals) can be calculated. As an example three different boron distributions
are examined by the model: distribution of the boron compound used in the Petten
project, BSH, which is assumed to be in the intercellular space; distribution of a
boron compound developed for uptake in melanoma's, BPA, which is assumed
to be homogeneously distributed in the cytoplasm and intercellular space; and as
a reference a fictious compound giving a homogeneous distribution over all cell
compartments.
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2. PROTON RECOIL

During the irradiation of a cell system different reactions can occur. The most
important interactions are the boron and nitrogen capture reaction and the scatte-
ring of neutrons on protons (recoil). With the first version of the micro dosimetry
model the energy deposition from the capture reactions can be obtained. In this
chapter the extensions, needed for the recoil, are described.

In stead of a straight forward calculation (that suffices for the capture reactions) a
more sophisticated approach is needed to control the computer time when proton
recoil is treated. In this chapter, the principle of the proton recoil as well as the
theory about biased Monte Carlo are explained.

2.1 Introduction
A moving charged particle in matter, like a recoiled proton, can lose energy in
two different ways. The major part of the energy loss occurs in the collisions with
the atomic electrons. Another part of the loss is based on the so-called Rutherford
Scattering. Both principles will be explained shortly.

Rutherford Scattering
A proton traversing tissue will occasionally collide elastically with the nuclei
present in the tissue. The proton will undergo "Rutherford scattering", i.e. the
electrostatic repulsion from the nucleus deflects the proton. Elastic nuclear colli-
sions give rise to large changes in the direction of the collided particle, but not to
significant energy losses.

Energy loss due to ionization
In addition to Rutherford scattering, collisions with the extra-nuclear electron take
place. These constitute the main cause of energy loss at energies below several
hundred MeV. The kinetic energy from the incident particle, the proton, causes
ionization or excitation, whereby the proton slows down.

The energy loss due to nuclear collisions is concentrated in few events, while
the electronic collisions are much more uniformly distributed along the range.
Further, the energy loss for electron collisions is considerable larger than the
energy loss caused by Rutherford scattering. Therefore Rutherford scattering can
be neglected and only the energy loss due to ionization will be considered in the
micro dosimetry model (see also chapter 5). The energy losses are determined
with the computer code TRIM-88 [1].

2.2 Proton energy
The track of a proton is determined by the energy of an incident neutron and on
the momentum of the collision. In this section, in succession, the neutron energy,
and the proton energy, track direction and track length will be treated, leading to
the determination of a proton track.
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Proton Recoil

2.2.1 Neutron energy grouping

In contrast to the capture reaction in the boron, nitrogen and hydrogen capture
reaction, the energy of the emitted particle, the recoiling proton depends on the
energy of the incident neutron. For the calculation of the energy deposition by
protons it is necessary to add information about the neutron energy distribution to
the micro dosimetry model. This information can be obtained by different reactor
codes, like DORT [2] or MCNP [3].
In these codes the energy spectrum is divided in several energy groups. It is clear
that neutrons within an energy group with a large scatter cross section have more
chance to cause a collision with a hydrogen atom than neutrons in a group with
a small scatter cross section. Therefore, the neutron fluence rate is weighted by
the energy-dependent scatter cross section. A new quantity, called the normalized
scatter-source distribution F,-, is defined:

= 0 for i = 0,

where asj is the scatter cross section for energy group j , 4>j the fluence rate for
energy group j and N the number of energy groups (0 < Fj < 1).

An energy group i is chosen random between 1 and the maximum number of
energy groups N. To correct for the energy dependent scatter cross section and the
neutron fluence rate, the energy depositions are weighted with the scatter-source
distribution Fj.

A specific neutron energy will be chosen within this group (i = 1 means the
highest energy group, the lowest energy group is called N). For tissue, within
a group the neutron fluence rate is close to a 1/E distribution. Based on this
distribution, neutron energy En within group i can be selected by the following
formula

( ^ ) , (2.2)

where Ej and Ej+i are respectively the lower and upper boundary of the selected
energy group, and pi a randomly chosen number (0 < pi < 1).

2.2.2 Proton energy

The kinematics of the collision can be simplified when analyzed within the centre-
of-mass (CM) coordinate system. In figure 2.1 the principle has been shown of a
scatter in LAB (laboratory) and CM coordinate systems [4], f>].

Hydrogen scatter is always elastic, based on the conservation of energy and mo-
mentum. The subscripts / and c in the following equations refer to the LAB and
CM systems, respectively. The prime corresponds with the velocities after the
scattering and the notations without a prime before the scattering. Upper case
notation corresponds to the CM system, lower case to the LAB system. And
finally, the bold notation represents vectors and the normal notation is used for
scalars.
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Neutron Proton

LAB Before

CM Before

Figure 2.1 LAB and CM situation

LAB After

CM After

In the LAB system the initial velocity of the hydrogen nucleus is assumed to
be zero (vp ~ 0) and the initial neutron velocity is equal to vn. The mass Mc and
velocity Vc of the CM system are defined by

Mc =

Vc =

nip
m p '

(2.3)

~ V n m p '

where mn, mp, vn, vp are respectively the neutron mass, proton mass, the neutron
velocity and the proton velocity before scattering in the LAB system.

The neutron and proton velocities, Vn and Vp, in the CM system before the
scattering can be written in terms of the initial neutron velocity in the LAB system
and the velocity of the CM system:

Vn = v n - V c =

Vp = - V c = - v n ^

(2.4)

Using the conservation of momentum and energy, it can be demonstrated that
the magnitudes of the CM velocities do not change in the scattering, only their
velocity vectors are rotated through the CM scattering angle <j>c. The neutron and
the proton collide right at the CM point, at this instant all the relevant velocities
are zero, therefore the total moment is equal to zero. This gives the following
relationship for the velocities of the neutron and the proton, before and after
scattering:
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Proton Recoil

Figure 2.2 vector diagram

mnVn + mpVp = 0,
(2.5)

mnVn + mpVp = 0

The kinetic energy before the collision is equal to the kinetic energy after the
collision, leading to the following balance equation:

( 2 - 6 )

Combining the last two equations, an expression for the neutron and proton
velocities after the collisions can be obtained:

(2.7)

Using the above introduced definitions, the proton energy after the scattering can
be obtained.

The vector diagram in figure 2.2 illustrates the proton velocities and scatter angles
in these two systems. Using the law of cosines, the following relationship for the
CM and LAB system is found:

Vp2 = V* + V2 - 2V2 cos(7r - 4>c) = 2V2(1 + cos&). (2.8)

where <f>c is the scatter angle in the CM system.

The proton energy after a collision in the LAB system can be expressed in terms
of the initial neutron energy:

^ a . (2.9)

Because the mass of a neutron and a proton are nearly the same, this equation can
be simplified to
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Micro Dosimetry Model

(2.10)

The scatter angle in the LAB system is half the scatter angle of the CM system
(the mass of a neutron and a proton are practically the same). But assuming
that the fluence rate is uniform, the initial proton direction will be isotropic in
the LAB system. Although the fluence is not uniform in the macroscopic world,
this assumption can made in problems where only a volume is considered with
dimensions of microns.

2.2.3 Proton track length

The range of a protons depends on its energy. As shown above the energy of a
proton depends on the energy of the incident neutron and on the scatter angle.
Accordingly the proton track length will be changing.
The maximum energy which a proton can reach is equal to the maximum neutron
energy (assuming that mn = mp). Using existing tables of energy transfer in
material [1], based on the initial proton energy the accompanying track length can
be obtained (see section 3.2).

2.3 Biased Monte Carlo for location and direction

As shown in the previous section the track length of protons is variable. In a
straight forward calculation the computer time will be enormous. To reduce the
computer time, techniques of biased Monte Carlo are used. These techniques are
applied for the location where the scattering occurs and for the direction of the
proton.

2.3.1 Scatter location

The distance between the location of scattering and the target cell [6] must be
smaller than the particle track length if this particle should contribute to the energy
deposition in the cell. By reducing the volume in which scattering locations are
chosen, the computer time can be decreased. To maintain the real value of the
total energy deposition in the target cells, the energy deposition chosen in the
reduced volume has to be weighted.

tight filling sphere

Figure 2.3 target cell with its tight filling sphere
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Proton Recoil

To determine the reduced volume, the target cell is enclosed by a tight-filling
sphere (the radius of this sphere is r, see figure 2.3). The volume in which capture
events can occur is defined by a sphere with a radius equal to the sum of the radius
of the small sphere around the target cell (r) and the track length of the specific
proton (R).
The weight factor is equal to the ratio of the new defined volume and the total
volume Vtot where capture events can occur (for the tissue model the 27 cells and
for the suspension model one cell):

|7r(r + R)
weight factor = • 5 ~ —. (2.11)

vtot
This weight factor is only important for the compartments which are partly outside
the reduced volume. For example in cases of a cell suspension only the intercel-
lular space is reduced by this technique, therefore the energy depositions, from
scattering inside the tight filling sphere do not have to be weighted by the above
mentioned weight factor.

2.3.2 Direction of a proton

To restrict a location of the scattering event to a reduced volume is not enough
to decrease the computer time to reasonable length. The isotropic distribution of
the directions of the emitted particles means that most of the particles will still
not cross the target cell. By treating only the protons travelling through the target
cell, a large amount of computer time can be saved.

In this section the locations ûi a scattering event are divided into different si-
tuations. First the origin is in the small sphere enclosing the target cell. And in
the second situation the origin is situated outside this small sphere but inside the
reduced volume (definition in section 2.3.1).

In the first case, most of the protons will cross the target cell and biased tech-
niques are superfluous. A random vector can be generated to obtain a direction
and the weight factor is set to one. In the second case, the protons originated
outside this small sphere have only a small chance to reach the target cell. To
force the particles through the cell a random direction is chosen in a cone which
is determkied by the origin of the proton and the sphere around the target cell. To
adjust the energy deposition, the results are weighted with the relative solid angle
of the cone (the way to chose a direction and the derivation of the weight factor
are explained in appendix A):

weight factor = - (1 + cos <f>) (2.12)

where

= arctan-

and r is the radius of the small sphere and d is the distance of the location of the
capture event and the centre of the target cell.
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2.4 Boron and Nitrogen capture events

Although the technique of biased Monte Carlo is more effective for calculating the
scatter than for the capture reactions, this model is also used for these reactions. A
relative small reduction of computer time is obtained for these reactions, mainly
because they have fixed reaction energies and similar track length.

12 ECN-I—94-008



3. EXTENSIONS IN COMPUTER MODEL

In this chapter the modifications needed for the determination of energy deposition
caused by proton recoil are explained. A detailed description of the model can be
found in the first report about the micro dosimetry model [6].

Three new subroutines are added to the model, the first one deals with the fact
that it is necessary for the determination of the proton track to have information
about the neutron beam parameters. The second subroutine treats the selection of
the proton energy. And the third one determines the corresponding proton track
length. Further, three existing subroutines are changed to provide the determi-
nation of the proton track length as well to provide the biased techniques about
the location of the capture event, and the direction of the particles. These six
subroutines are explained in the following sections.

3.1 Procedure Protonln

The information about the neutron beam is included in the program in the subrou-
tine Protonln. In a separate input file, called "flux.in", this information is stored.
This file exists of three columns with a length that is equal to the number of
energy groups. The first column gives the group neutron fluence rates (in cm"2

s"1), the second one the hydrogen scatter cross section (in b) for that energy
group and the last one the upper energy boundaries of the energy groups (in eV).
These parameters are imported into the model. Another task of this subroutine
is the determination of the cumulative scatter-source distribution Fj, as defined in
section 2.2.1.

Variables:

NGroups
phi
sigma
Energyfi]
Group [i]
total

Number of energy groups
fluence rate
scatter cross section
upper energy boundary of energy group i
normalized cumulative scatter-source distribution
total scatter source distribution

3.2 Procedure Proton

In the subroutine Proton, the proton energy is obtained for each particle. A ran-
dom number is generated between 1 and the maximum number of neutron energy
groups N. The needed weight factor is stored in the variable NWF and is equal to
the normalized scatter-source distribution F{. Subsequently in the selected energy
group a neutron energy is generated with another random number based on a l/E
distribution within that energy group (see equation 2.2).
Further, the mean neutron and proton energy and the mean track length are calcu-
lated and stored in the variables ProAv, NeuAv and PosAv.

ECN-I—94-008 13



Micro Dosimetry Model

Variables:

NeutronE
ProtonE
PosAv
ProAv
NeuAv
NWF

neutron energy
proton energy
mean track length
mean proton energy
mean neutron energy
weight factor

3.3 Procedure Range
The range of the proton is defined in the procedure Range. To deal with the
changing track length of the protons the stopping power tables are generated with
a maximum range of 1000 /mi. Protons with a smaller track length enter lower
in the table. The entering position in the table is obtained in this procedure and
stored in the variable Pos.
The proton track length is based on the energy of the proton after the scattering.
This energy can lose by two different ways as described in section 2.1. In the
variable StPow2 the total energy losses per unit of distance (note that this unit can
differ) are given. The total track length is determined by decreasing the energy of
the proton by the multiplication of the total stopping power with the accompanying
length of the subdivision (as stored in the variable HDist) until the energy comes
below zero. The track length is equal to the sum over all subdivisions.
Most of the time, the track length is not equal to exactly the sum over a certain
number of subdivisions. To compensate for this, the fraction of the last added
subdivision that is needed to get the energy exact on zero is stored in the variable
frrec.

Variables:

frrec
Dist
Pos
EMax :
RMax :

fraction
proton track length
table entering position
maximal proton energy
maximal proton track length

3.4 Procedure StopPower

The procedure StopPower is extended with a part that only will be used in cases
of calculations of the doses from recoiling protons. The input file of the stopping
power tables consists of three columns, the first one deals with the electronic
stopping power, the second one with the total stopping power and the last one
with the length of the subdivision of the track length. These three columns are
stored in the variables StPowl, StPow2 and HDist.

Variables:

StPowl : electronic stopping power
StPow2 : total stopping power
HDist : length of the subdivisions

14 ECN-I—94-008



Extensions in computer model

3.5 Procedure HomogDistr
The already existing subroutine HomogDistr determines the location of the capture
reaction for homogeneous distributions. The subroutine is changed to make biased
Monte Carlo possible. A reduced volume is obtained by a sphere with the radius
equal to the sum of the radius of the small sphere enclosing the target cell and the
track length of the proton. The energy depositions are weighted as described in
section 2.3.1.

Variables:

RadMin : the radius of the sphere enclosing the target cell
SWF : source weight factor

3.6 Procedure Position
At last, the procedure Position is transformed to make biasing of the direction
possible. The direction of particles outside the small sphere enclosing the nucleus
are forced into the small sphere. The direction and the accompanying weight
factor are determined in this procedure (see section 2.3.2 and appendix A).

Variables:

part : particle released by capture reaction
Dist : accompanying track length
BWF : direction weight factor

ECN-I—94-008 15



4. DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY DEPOSITIONS

In this chapter the extensions, needed to determine the distribution of energy depo-
sitions of an event in the target nucleus divided per target or neighbouring cell and
per compartment of origin, are described. In the literature these functions are also
called the hit-size functions [7]. The obtained distributions can, besides indicating
the energy deposition distributions by capture events in different compartments,
also be used for the determination of cell survival [8].

4.1 Introduction
The particles, released by a capture event, can cross the target nucleus and de-
posit energy in this nucleus. To get understanding of these depositions, for each
particle crossing the target nucleus the amount of energy deposit in this nucleus
is recorded, leading to a distribution of energy depositions.
The intention of the micro dosimetry model [6] is that the results are given in-
dependent of the concentration of the nuclei to make it possible to obtain doses
based on different boron concentrations without a recalculation. The same prin-
ciple is used for the energy deposition distributions; these distributions are stored
per compartment of origin and for the tissue model also per target or neighbour
cell. The individual distributions are normalized to one.

4.2 Program Extensions
The extensions for calculating the energy deposition distributions are for the
tissue and cell suspension model nearly the same. First the extensions for the
tissue model are described in detail, the modifications needed for the suspension
model are given in the last part of this section.

4.2.1 Procedure DepCompart

The procedure DepCompart calculates the mean energy depositions in the different
compartments. To get an energy deposition distribution for the nucleus, the energy
deposit by a particle in the target nucleus is accounted for separately and stored
in the new variable DepNucT. In the procedure EnergyDepDistr the variable
DepNucT is used to obtain the distribution of energy deposition in the target
nucleus.
For the normalisation the total number of events causing energy deposition in the
target nucleus are essential. A new variable called Number is added. As soon as
the particle crosses the target nucleus the variable Number gets a non zero value.
In the procedure Track this variable is further used to get the total numbers of
particles crossing a compartment of a cell.

Variables:

Number[ i ] : > 0: particle goes through compartment i
= 0: particle doesn't pass compartment i

DepNucT[ i, j ] : energy deposition of one particle in the target nucleus
originating from compartment i in the target module
or in the entire tissue model (parameter j)

16 ECN-I—94-008



Distribution of energy depositions

In the above mentioned arrays, the compartment parameter i can get the following
values:

i=l : a reaction took place in a nucleus
i=2 : a reaction took place in cytoplasm
i=3 : a reaction took place in intercellular space
i=4 : sum over reactions in all compartments

The second parameter j gives information about the module in which the reaction
occurs:

j=l : a reaction took place in the entire system
j=2 : a reaction took place in the target module

4.2.2 Procedure EnergyDepDistr

The energy depositions range is divided into several groups with equal width, the
total number of groups is given in the variable step and the width of a group in
the variable enstap. In the new procedure EnergyDepDistr the energy deposition
stored in DepNucT is assigned to the group with the lower boundary smaller and
the upper boundary larger than this deposition, these numbers are stored in the
variable EDistr. At the end of the program in the procedure Capture (homogeneous
atom distribution) or EnergySurf (membrane atom distribution) the distributions
are normalized to 1.

Variables:

enstap : width of an energy group
step : number of energy groups
EDistrf i, k, j ] : number of particles from compartment i with

an energy deposition in compartment k originated
in the target module or in the entire system

The above mentioned parameters i and j are the same as in the previous subsection.
The parameter k has the same division as parameter i but this time for particles
going through a compartment instead of reactions in a compartment.

4.2.3 Procedure Track

In the procedure Track, the numbers of particles crossing the different compart-
ment of the target module are stored in the new variable Cross. These numbers
are stored per compartment of origin, per compartment that is passed and for the
tissue model also if the particle starts in the target module or in the entire system.

Variables:

Cross[ i, k, j ] : number of particles from compartment i
through compartment k originated in the
target module or in the entire system (j)
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4.2.4 Procedure Capture and procedure EnergySurf

The obtained distributions in the variable EDistr have to be normalised. In case
of a homogeneous distribution, the procedure Capture normalises the distribution
based on the numbers of particles which are stored in the variable Cross. For the
distribution of atoms on the cell membrane, the same kind of normalization is
performed in the procedure EnergySurf.

4.2.5 Suspension model

There is only a small difference between the determination of the energy deposition
distributions in the tissue model and the cell suspension model: the parameter
EDistr and Cross are not subdivided for the energy deposition from particles
originating in the target or in the entire system. The parameter j has no meaning
in this case.

18 ECN-I—94-008



5. STOPPING POWER TABLES

Stopping power calculations available from literature form an input for the present
micro dosimetry model. In this chapter a comparison is given between the avail-
able stopping powers, leading to a selection of one set of calculations, which is
converted into the right format for the micro dosimetry model.

5.1 Comparison of available data sets

In this section three different models calculating the stopping of protons and He-
nuclei in water are compared. Those are the models of Northcliffe and Schilling
(N&S) [9], Ziegler (TRIM-88) [1] and the ICRU-49 report [10]. To compare the
results, the energy deposition against the energy is drawn in figure 5.1.

I
I

400 800 1200 1600 2000

energy (keV)

Figure 5.1 Electronic stopping powers of the He nucleus in water for the different models

The Northcliffe and Schilling data are significantly different from the other data;
in this model the treatment of electron transient binding for particles are poorly
treated [11]. The differences between the ICRU-49 data and the TRIM-88 model
are small. Because of the fact that the TRIM-code can be used for a material
composition up to a maximum of four different elements and the ICRU report
gives data only for a small number of target compositions, the TRIM-code is
preferred over the ICRU-report. Another disadvantage of the ICRU-49 report is
that it only deals with protons and He-nuclei, the other nuclei used in the model
have to be obtained from earlier reports or other models.

5.2 Determination of the stopping power tables

5.2.1 The TRIM-88 code
The literature contains a large amount of experimentally determined stopping
power and ion range distributions. They are not, however, accurate to interpolate
these data to unknown systems. To establish these interpolation based on existing
experimental data and unified theoretical concepts, the TRIM-88 code is devel-
oped. In this computer code the total stopping power of ions divides into two
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the energy transferred by ion to the target electrons (electronic stopping) and to
the target nuclei (nuclear stopping).
To determine the accuracy of the theoretical model, Ziegler et all [1] has statis-
tically analyzed the goodness of the total calculated stopping power to available
experimental data (about 13,000 data points). They found an average error of
7.4%. For ions used in this report (relative light ions) an accuracy of 5% or better
is found.

5.2.2 Electronic and nuclear stopping powers
A proton traversing tissue can lose energy in two different ways (see section 2.1):
by Rutherford scattering and by ionization. In the micro dosimetry model it is
assumed that the energy loss due to Rutherford scattering is negligible in relation
to the energy loss due to ionization. To show that this ..ssumption is justified the
energy loss for both principles calculated with the TRIM-88 code are shown in
one figure (see figure 5.2, the Rutheiford scattering causes the nuclear stopping
powers and the ionization the electronic stopping powers)

Table 5.1 Material compositions

material

water
brain*
blood*
muscle*

P
g/cma

1.00
1.04
1.06
1.00

H

66.7
63
64
63.4

O C
atom%

33.3
28
30
28.8

8
5.5
6.2

N

1

1.6

P

-
0.5
-

") brain and blood [11], muscle [10].

5.2.3 Different materials
For four different materials the stopping power tables generated with the TRIM-88
code are compared. The tables are obtained for a He nucleus (a particle) with a
maximum energy of 2 MeV in the materials water, blood, brain and muscle (see
table 5.1).

As shown in figure 5.3, the differences between the four materials are very small.
The four stopping power tables (for the a, Li and C particle as well as for the
protons) are generated for particles in water. In chapter 7 of this report the
influence of other materials are investigated.
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Figure 5.3 Electronic stopping powers of the He nucleus in different materials (TRIM-88)

Table 5.2 Total energy and corresponding track length of the particles released by the
capture reactions

B(n,a) reaction:

yield 93.7% 6.3%

4He 1.47 MeV 7.9/zm
7Li 0.84 MeV 4.2 paa

1.78 MeV 9.6/zm
1.01 MeV 4.7 fim

N(n,p) reaction:

p 0.59 MeV 10.9 /zm
C 40keV 0.3 /zm

5.2.4 Stopping power tables

The tables from the TRIM-code have to be converted to a suitable format to be
able to import them into the micro dosimetry model. The requirement for the two
capture reactions, the 10B(n,o:) and the 14N(n,p) reaction, is a table of residual
range divided in equal subdivisions of 0.1 /zm and the accompanying electronic
stopping power. The values of the table obtained by TRIM-88 are discretized
with the assumption that the stopping power changes linear in a range interval. To
maintain the total energy released by the reactions, the sum of the electronic and
nuclear stopping power in the tables multiplied with the length of the subdivisions
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(0.1 [im) must be equal to the total energy of the released particle. In table 5.2
the total energy released for each particle and the accompanying track length are
given for the capture events.
For the stopping power for the recoiling protons, the equal subdivisions of 0.1 fim
are not sufficient: for protons with a small amount of energy the ratio between the
nuclear and electric stopping power changes more than for protons with a high
energy. To deal with this changing ratio the length of the subdivisions are smaller
for a proton with a low energy (and so a short range) and larger for high energetic
protons with a large range. Therefore, the stopping power table is divided into
five parts all with their own equal subdivision of respectively 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1
and 10 /im. The five groups have the following boundaries: if the proton has a
remaining range which is smaller than 0.1 /xm the subdivisions have a range of
0.001 /im. Between 0.1 and 1 /im the length is set to 0.01 fim; for a remaining
distance larger than 1 and smaller than 50 /im the length is 0 1 /jm; and at least if
a proton has a remaining range of at least 50 /jm but not larger than the maximum
range in the stopping power of 1000 /im the range is subdivided in parts with a
length of 1 /im.
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6. EXAMPLE

In this chapter an example is described that demonstrates the capabilities of the
micro dosimetry model at this moment. The theories and extensions explained in
the previous study [6] and in the previous chapters are used to obtain this data.
The chosen example is simple enough to permit, besides calculations by the micro
dosimetry model, direct hand calculations. In this example the nitrogen and boron
capture reactions are taken into account as well as the proton recoil.

6.1 The boron capture reaction

6.1.1 Directly calculated dose rate
Chinese hamster cells, called V79 and boronated with boron acid have been irra-
diated with thermal neutrons [12]. The cells were exposed to an average thermal
neutron fluence rate of 5.45 • 109 cm~2s~1 and had a population density of 3.0 • 105

cells/ml (this is extract from the experiments performed by Gabel in Brookhaven ).

Assuming that all the energy released by the capture events is deposited in the
tissue, the total dose rate for a homogeneous boron distribution is given by the
multiplication of the released energy by the number of events; the number of
events I per second is equal to

I = 10"30 C ^ a cf> ( c n r V 1 ) , (6.1)
M

where C is the boron concentration in ppm,
No the number of Avogadro,
M the molar mass of 10B,
p the density in g cm"3,
a the microscopic cross section in b and
(j) the fluence rate in cm~2s~1.

The homogeneous dose rate in Gy/s is equal to

D = 1.602 • 10~10 — = 1.602 • 10~40 -2—™ (Gy/s), (6.2)
p M

where E is the released energy per event in MeV (for the boron capture reaction
the released energy due to ionization is equal to 2.34 MeV). Note that 1 MeV/g is
equal to 1.602 • 10"10 J/kg.

For a concentration of 15 ppm boron, homogeneously distributed in the cell
suspension, a mean thermal fluence rate of 5.45 • 109 cm~2s~1 and a thermal cross
section of 3837 b, the total absorbed dose rate in the nucleus coming from the
boron capture events is equal to 7.0 • 10~3 Gy/s.

6.1.2 Dose rate calculated by the model

The V79 cells are modelled as spheres with diameters of 7.6 /im for the nucleus and
13.0 /im for the cytoplasm. The dynamic variations of the nucleus and cytoplasm
diameters are limited to a maximum of 10%, and the shift of a nucleus inside the
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cytoplasm has a maximum of 50% of the cytoplasm diameter. The total volume
of a cell is equal to 1150 /zm3. The used population density is 3.0 • 105 cell/ml.
This means that 0.035% of the suspension volume is taken by cells and 99.965%
consists of intercellular space. The total number of simulated capture reactions
is equal to 200,000 reactions. The boron atoms are assumed to be homogeneous
distributed per cell compartment (there are no atoms on the cell surface). The
dose rates in the nucleus calculated by hand and by the micro dosimetry model
are given in table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Comparison of direct calculations and calculations with the model (200,000
events) for the boron capture event

direct model

D (Gy/s) 7.0 • 10"3 (6.9 ± 0.1*) • 10~3

*) standard deviation is the statistical error [6].

6.1.3 Distributions of energy depositions

Besides the dose rate, the program determines three distributions of energy de-
positions per event which are shown in figure 6.1. Such energy distributions are
commonly referred to as "hit size curves" [7]. These distributions of energy de-
positions give the probability that a certain amount of energy is deposited in the
nucleus. Each distribution is normalized to one.
A very conservative estimation of the maximum energy deposition in the nucleus
is based on the maximum track length of a particle through the nucleus (in this
case equal to 7.6 /im) multiplied by the maximum energy deposition per fim which
for the boron capture reaction fragments is equal to 335 keV//xm. This leads to an
upper limit of the deposited energy of 2.5 Mev per event.
The first graph of the figure gives the distribution for events occurring in the nu-
cleus of a cell. All particles released by these capture events pass the nucleus and
therefore all events contribute to the energy depositions in the nucleus. As shown
in the figure, the probability of a no-energy deposition in the nucleus is equal to
zero.
The particles released by events in the cytoplasm have a smaller mean path through
the nucleus than particles released by events in the nucleus. This explains the les-
ser frequency of high energy deposition in the distribution for cytoplasm events.
Additionally, a large number of the released particles do not reach the nucleus at
all, and therefore can not deposit energy in the nucleus, which is shown in the
figure by a large possibility of an energy deposition of 0 MeV. In this example the
number of particles which not reach the nucleus is equal to 71 %.
For the particles released by events in the intercellular space, it became even har-
der to reach the nucleus. The percentage of non contributing events is higher than
for the cytoplasm contribution and is equal to 99%. Also the mean path length in
the nucleus is decreased and in addition the frequency of higher energy deposition
is decreased.

Besides the normalized distributions, also three absolute distributions are con-
sidered. A absolute distribution is obtained by the sum of the three normali-
zed distributions times the number of events in the corresponding compartment.
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Figure 6.1 Normalized distributions of energy depositionsfrom the boron capture reaction
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Figure 6.2 Distributions of total energy depositions for three different distributions of
boron-atoms

Three different boron distributions are examined: a homogeneous distribution in
the whole cell, a homogeneous distribution in the intercellular space only, and
a homogeneous distribution in the cytoplasm and the intercellular space. These
distributions are chosen based on the assumption that two important boron carriers
at the moment, BSH and BPA, are distributed that way: the BSH compound is
only situated in the intercellular space, while the BPA compound is assumed to
be in the cytoplasm as well as in the intercellular space [13]. The homogeneous
distribution is added as a reference.
In figure 6.2 the absolute distributions are shown. The number of non-contributing
events (energy deposition equal to zero) is very large in relation to the contributed
events. Therefore, the number of events with an energy deposition of 0 MeV are
omitted in the figure.
The differences in the number of events with low energy depositions (less than 0.2
MeV) are small, these low energy depositions are mainly determined by events
in the intercellular space. For all boron distributions the number of events in the
intercellular space are the same, and so the number of events with a low energy
deposition are nearly the same: the small differences are received from the diffe-
rence in boron concentrations in the cytoplasm and the nucleus.
The energy depositions larger than 0.2 MeV but smaller than 0.8 MeV are mainly
from captures in the cytoplasm, in the figure a small difference between the ho-
mogenous and the BPA distribution is shown, while the BSH distribution has a
significant lower number of events deposited with that energy. This is in accor-
dance with the assumption that in case of the BSH compound there are no boron
atoms in the cytoplasm while for the homogeneous and the BPA distribution exists
the same concentration in the cytoplasm.
High energy depositions (above 0.8 MeV) are mainly caused by events in the
nucleus. Only in the situation of a homogenous distribution the boron atoms are
situated in the nucleus. This results in a large difference of the probability for
high energy depositions.
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6.2 The nitrogen capture reaction
6.2.1 Directly calculated dose rate

The dose rate of the nitrogen capture reaction can theoretically be calculated in the
same way as the boron dose rate (see equation 6.2). The nitrogen concentration
is assumed to be homogeneously distributed in the cell suspensions (normally
the nitrogen is situated only in the cell). The thermal cross section of the N(n,p)
reaction is equal to 1.83 b, the released energy equal to 0.609 MeV.
For a concentration of 17000 ppm nitrogen [12], homogeneously distributed in
the cell suspension, the total absorbed dose rate in the nucleus coming from the
nitrogen capture event is equal to 6.9 • 10~4 Gy/s.

6.2.2 Dose rate calculated by the model

The geometry for simulation of the nitrogen capture reaction is the same as for
the boron capture reaction (see section 6.1.2). The nitrogen is homogeneously
distributed over the whole cell with a concentration of 17000 ppm. In table 6.2
the dose rates in the nucleus obtained by direct and by the micro dosimetry model
are given.

Table 6.2 Comparison of direct calculations and calculations with the model (200,000
events) for the nitrogen capture event

direct model

D(Gy/s) 6.9 • 10~4 (7.0 ±0.1*) • 10"4

") standard deviation is the statistical error [6].

6.2.3 Distributions of energy depositions

For the nitrogen capture reaction, the micro dosimetry model determines the three
normalized distributions of energy depositions, which are shown in figure 6.3.
The same explanations for the shape of the figure can be given as it was given for
the boron capture reaction (section 6.1.3). The approximately maximum energy
deposition for the nitrogen capture reaction is based on the same maximum track
length through the nucleus of 7.6 fim and the maximum energy deposition per
fim of a proton. The energy deposition of the C-atom is very small in relation
to the energy deposition of the proton and is neglected. The maximum energy
deposition per /xm is 78 keV//xm and accordingly the maximum energy deposition
in the nucleus is equal to 0.6 MeV.

For two different nitrogen distributions the total energy distribution functions
are obtained: the homogeneous distribution and nitrogen situated homogeneously
in the cell (cytoplasm and nucleus). Both distributions has a homogeneous con-
centration of 17000 ppm.
The low energy depositions (below 0.15 MeV) are mainly caused by events in
the intercellular space. If the nitrogen is only present in the cell, the contribution
to the energy deposition from events in the intercellular space becomes zero, this
leads for this distribution to a lower number of events in figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.3 Normalized distributions of energy depositions from the nitrogen capture
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Figure 6.4 Distributions for total energy depositions for two different nitrogen concen-
trations

The number of events deposit higher energy depositions in the nucleus are mainly
originating from events in the cytoplasm and the nucleus. For both distributions
the concentration of the nitrogen is the same, and so the differences between the
number of events are small-

6.3 The proton recoil

6.3.1 Dose rate calculated with the BUGLE80-library

Most of the recoil dose is coming from protons with a relative high energy. If only
the thermal fluence rate of the neutrons is observed, the dose will be very small.
Therefore the dose is calculated for a position of the cell system in a phantom in
an epithermal beam [6]. In the phantom, a neutron spectrum is calculated with the
two-dimensional transport code DORT [2]. This spectrum is shown in figure 6.5
(more details about the DORT calculations are given in the previous report about
micro dosimetry).
The dose rate for a homogeneous hydrogen distribution is based on the fluence
rate, the kerma factors and the number of H-atoms.

The energy deposition E per cubic cm can be obtained by

= 10-26
M cm' 3 s"1), (6.3)

where C is the hydrogen concentration in weight-%,
p the density in g/cm3,
Na the number of Avogadro,
M the molar mass of a proton (arau),
fa the fluence rate in cm~2s~1,
Kj the kerma in MeV barn in neutron energy group i.
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Figure 6.5 Neutron and kerma spectrum
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The dose rate for homogeneous distributed hydrogen atoms is equal to

D = 1.602 • l O " 3 6 - ^ 2 - X ) & K» (Gy /s) (6-4)
i

The density of the cell suspension is nearly one and also the molar mass of
hydrogen is approximately equal to 1, the above mentioned equation can be
simplified to

D = 9.65 • 10~13C Y, & K i (°y / s) ' (6-5)
i

The kerma factors are acquired from the BUGLE80 library, the sum over the
product of the kerma times the fluence rate is for this problem equal to 1.9 • 105

MeV. For a hydrogen concentration of 10 weight-% the homogeneous dose rate
in the nucleus is equal to

D = (1.8 ± 0.5) • 10"6 Gy/s. (6.6)

6.3.2 Dose rate calculated by the model

The geometry used in the model for the simulation of the proton recoil is the same
as described in section 6.1.2). The hydrogen atoms are assumed to be homoge-
nously distributed over the whole cell with a concentration of 10 weight-%. In
table 6.3 the dose rate based on the BUGLE80-library as well as the dose rate in
the nucleus calculated with the micro dosimetry model are given.

Note that the used neutron spectrum was thermal, for a epithermal spectrum
the contribution of the proton recoil will be much more significant.

Table 6.3 Comparison of calculations with the BUGLE80-library and with the model
(141,000 events) for the recoiling protons

BUGLE80 model

D(Gy/s) (1.8±0.5)-10" 6 (1.7±0.1*) • 10"6

*) standard deviation is the statistical error [6].

6.3.3 Distributions of energy depositions

The three normalized distributions of energy deposition calculated by the micro
dosimetry model are given in figure 6.6. The maximum energy that a proton can
deposit in the nucleus is the same as for the nitrogen capture reaction (0.6 MeV).
Further, an explanation analog to the boron distribution functions can be given
(section 6.1.3).

The absolute dose for the protons is obtained by the assumption that the hydrogen
atoms are homogeneously distributed within the whole cell suspensions (the nu-
cleus, the cytoplasm and the intercellular space). In figure 6.7 the total distribution
is given.
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7. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter the sensitivity of the micro dosimetry model is investigated. The
sensitivity is analyzed by changing one parameter at a time. The sensitivity is
considered by examining the same problem as used in the previous chapter.

The analysis is subdivided into four parts. The first part studied the minimal
number of events that must be simulated to obtain reliable results. The second
one deals with the position of the nucleus in a cell. The third part describes the
dependence on the model of the variation in the dimensions of the cell. And at
last, the influence of the stopping medium is investigated.

7.2 Number of simulated events
Before the other parts of the sensitivity analysis can be carried out, the minimal
number of events must be obtained for which the model gives good results. In
this section the same problem is considered for a different number of events.

7.2.1 Dose rates

As mentioned in the introduction the sensitivity of the model is examined for
several dose rates. The considered dose rates can be divided into two classes:
the dose rates per event and the total dose rates. The total dose rates are com-
pared for the same three boron distributions as used in the previous chapter (see
section 1.6.3): homogenous, BSH and BPA. The results are given in table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Dose rate in nucleus as a function of the number of simulated events

Average dose rate per
event (Gy/capture)
from captures in

nucleus
cytoplasm
intercellular
all

Total dose rate
(Gy/s)

homogeneous
BSH
BPA

10,000

8.21 • 10-i
1.42 • 10"!
1.97-10"5

1.25 -10-4

10,000

7.28 • lu"3

1.24-10-3

3.71 • lu"3

20,000

8.01 • 10-i
1.30-10-1
1.95 • lu"5

1.21 • 10~4

20,000

6.97-10-3
1.23 • lu"3

3.48 • lu"3

50,000

8.14-10-1
1.31 • 10"1

1.91 • lu"5

1.18-10-4

50,000

7.01 • lu"3

1.20-10"3

3.48 • lu"3

200,000

8.08-10-1
1.25- lu"1

1.86-10"5

1.19 • 10-4

200,000

6.85 • lu"3

1.17-10"3

3.34 • lu"3

1,000,000

8.11 • 10"!
1.28 • 10-i
1.89 • lu"5

1.20 -KT4

1,000,000

6.94 • lu"3

1.19-10"3

3.41 • lu"3

Deduced from the table, the program converges quickly. After 20,000 events the
results are, within the statistical error (for 20,000 events the statistical error is
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equal to 2%) equal to the results after 1,000,000 events.

7.2.2 Distribution of energy depositions

After 50,000 events, the doses rates are converged. This is not implying, that
after the same number of events also the energy distribution is obtained well. In
figure 7.1 the distribution of energy depositions for the three compartments of ori-
gin are drawn (see section 6). The distribution with events starting in the nucleus
is the slowest converging distribution. For both other distributions obtained after
50,000 events is very close to the distribution of 200,000 or 1,000,000 events. The
distribution of the nucleus events is still after 1,000,000 events not converged to
a final distribution but the shape of the distribution becomes visible after already
50,000 events. This conclusion is based on a subdivision of the energy deposition
into twenty groups. More groups need more events to give an acceptable distri-
bution, on the other hand, less groups suffices with less events.

The conclusions drawn above are for this specific problem, to be sure that the
results used for the sensitivity analysis are converged, the dose rates in the follo-
wing sections are calculated by simulating at least 200,000 events. •

7.3 Position of the nucleus in the cell

7.3.1 Dose rates
Three extreme distributions of the position of a nucleus in a cell are considered.
First the unperturbed situation in which the nucleus can move through the whole
cell. The second problem fixes the nucleus in the centre of the cell, and in the last
situation the nucleus is fixed on the surface of the cell. The results of the three
calculations are given in table 7.2.

Table 7.2 Dose rate in nucleus as a function of the position of the nucleus (200,000
events)

Average dose rate per
event (Gy/capture)
from captures in

nucleus
cytoplasm
intercellular
all

Total dose rate
(Gy/s)

homogeneous
BSH
BPA

unperturbed
in centre

8.08 • 10-i
1.25 • 10"!
1.86 • 10~5

1.19 -10-4

unperturbed

6.85 • lu"3

1.17-10-3

3.34 • lu"3

nucleus fixed
on surface

8.10-10-1
1.46-10-1
1.37 • 10-5

1.21 • 10~*

nucleus fixed
in centre

6.92 • lu"3

8.62 • 10~4

3.40 • lu"3

nucleus fixed

8.02 • 10-i
1.16-10-1
1.91 • lO"5

1.08 • 10~4

nucleus fixed
on surface

6.70 • lO-3

1.20 • lO-3

3.22 • lO-3
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Figure 7.2 Distribution of energy deposition for different positions of the nucleus
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If the situation that the nucleus is fixed in the centre of a cell is compared with
the unperturbed problem, in which the nucleus is chosen at a random position
within the cell, two important conclusions can be drawn. In the first place, the
contribution of events in the intercellular space is smaller than in the unperturbed
situation. This contribution decreases by approximately 25%. Consequently
the dose in the nucleus using the BSH compound (boron is situated only in the
intercellular space) decreases by about 25%.
After this, the dose rate from events in the cytoplasm is increased compared to
the unperturbed situation. With a nucleus in the centre of the cell more particles
will cross the nucleus, and therefore the mean energy deposition in the nucleus
will increase. As shown in the table, the dose rate is increased by about 17%.
This increase compensates the decrease of the intercellular space. This is clarified
with the dose rate in the nucleus for the BPA compound (the boron is assumed to
be homogeneously distributed within the cytoplasm and the intercellular space)
and the homogeneous distribution: the dose rates are not changed by fixing the
nucleus in the centre of a cell.

7.3.2 Distribution of energy depositions

The distribution of energy depositions for the three different positions of the
nucleus are given in figure 7.2. For the events in the nucleus and the cytoplasm
no significant differences are obtained. In the distribution for the events in the
intercellular space a significant difference originates for the nucleus position fixed
in the centre. If the nucleus is fixed on the surface of the cell some particles coming
from reactions in the intercellular space can reach the nucleus with a relative high
energy.

7.4 Variation in geometry

7.4.1 Dose rates

In this section the sensitivity of the micro dosimetry model to perturbation of input
parameters is investigated. The three perturbed input parameters are the variation
in the radii of the cytoplasm and the nucleus, percentage of intercellular space and
the shape of the cell.

Table 7.3 Perturbed and unperturbed parameters

perturbed quantity old value new value

variation radii 10% 0%

percentage intercellular 99.9655% 90%

shape of a cell
radii nucleus (/mi) 3.8,3.8,3.8 1.9,3.8,7.6
radii cytoplasm (fim) 6.5, 6.5,6.5 3.25, 6.5,13.0

The shape of the cell is assumed to be a sphere, to see the influence of this
assumption the shape of the cell and the nucleus are rigorously changed to an
ellipsoid with diameters equal to 0.5, 1, and 2 times the radii of the sphere
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Table 7.4 Dose rate in nucleus as a function of the variations in the geometry (200,000
events)

Average dose rate per
event (Gy/capture)
from captures in

nucleus
cytoplasm
intercellular
all

Total dose rate
(Gy/s)

homogeneous
BSH
BPA

unperturbed

8.08 • 10-i
1.25 • 10-i
1.86 • 10~5

1.19-10"4

unperturbed

6.85 • lu"3

1.17-10-3
3.34 • lu"3

radii

8.08 • 10-i
1.29-10-1
1.90-10-5

1.20 • 10-4

radii

6.95 • 10-3

1.19-10-3
3.41 • lu"3

percentage

8.09 • 10-i
1.31 • 10-i
1.11-10-2

5.72 • lO"2

percentage

6.76 • lu" 3

9.64 • 10~4

3.25 • lu" 3

shape

6.84 • 10-i
9.04 -10"2

3.00-10-5

1.80 • 10-4

shape

6.44 • lO-3

1.89 • lu"3

3.46 • lO-3

representing respectively the cell and the nucleus. The unperturbed and the new
values of the input parameters are given in table 7.3.

As shown in the table the calculations are insensitive to the percentage of the
intercellular space and the variation of radii. A change of nearly 10% in the
percentage of intercellular space has no influence on the dose rates; this can be
explained by the fact that in spite of decrease of the intercellular space the space
is still too large to have influence of the neighbouring cells. The change in the
results of the problem with a variation of 10% in the radii of the nucleus and the
cytoplasm and the problem with the fixed radii (no variations) is smaller than the
accompanying statistical error. On the other hand, the (large) perturbation in the
shape of a cell results in clear difference in the results. Mainly, the influence
of events in the intercellular space is increased which results in relative large
differences in the total dose in the nucleus with boron in the intercellular space
only (BSH) and a slightly smaller effect on the total dose for a homogeneous
distribution.

7.4.2 Distribution of energy depositions

A perturbation in the variation of the radii has no significant influence on the
distribution of energy deposition as shown in figure 7.3.
If the percentage of the intercellular space is reduced, the probabilities of energy
deposition from intercellular space are increased. This effect is explained by the
fact that the volume of the intercellular space is reduced and the reactions with
the smallest chance to deposit energy in the nucleus are skipped. If an absolute
distribution is considered, the reduction of the volume compensates the increase
of the probabilities: the same distribution is found for the unperturbed model and
the model with a reduced intercellular space.
On the other hand, a perturbation in the shape of a cell causes significant change
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in distributions of the energy depositions in the nucleus. As mentioned earlier,
the shape of a cell has a large influence on the results.

7.5 Stopping medium

7.5.1 Dose rates
As shown in chapter 5, the stopping power tables for the four considered materials
are almost the same. The influence of the stopping medium on the results are
considered by recalculating the same problem with the stopping power tables for
blood.
The dose in the nucleus originating from events in the different compartments
of a cell and the total dose in the nucleus for various boron distributions are the
same for both problems within the statistical error. Evidently, the influence of the
chose of the material in which the stopping power tables are calculated are not
significant.
It must be noticed that the energy of the released particles is the same for both
materials and as a result of this the total energy deposition in the whole cell is
the same. The differences in the stopping power tables are the differences in the
shape of the stopping power curve and the track length of the particles.

Table 7.5 Dose rate in nucleus for two different stopping media (200,000 events)

Average dose rate per
event (Gy/capture)
from captures in

nucleus
cytoplasm
intercellular
all

Total dose rate
(Gy/s)

homogeneous
BSH
BPA

water

8.11 • 10-1
1.28-10-1
1.89 • 10~5

1.20-10-4

water

6.89 • 10-3

1.26 • 10~3

3.39 • 10~3

blood

8.05 • 10"!
1.28-10"1

1.99 -KT 5

1.19-10-4

blood

6.92 • 10~3

1.26-10"3

3.49 • 10~3

7.5.2 Distribution of energy depositions

In figure 7.4 the distribution of energy depositions are shown. The influence
of the different stopping media on the distribution of energy depositions is not
significant.

7.6 Conclusions

Most of the perturbed quantities have little influence on the different dose rates
and on the distribution of energy depositions. The position of the nucleus, the
variation in the radii, the percentage intercellular space and the material in which
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the stopping power tables are determined give results that are the same as the
unperturbed results within the statistical error.
However, by changing the shape of a cell, the results are changing significantly.
To generate sophisticated results it is very important to have a good insight in the
shape of a cell.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

In this report an advanced model is described which is able to simulate by Monte
Carlo calculations the energy transfer on a cellular scale of a boronated cell sys-
tem exposed to a field of neutrons, the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy. This
model forms the basis for the development of a versatile tool that can assess the
therapeutic gain of BNCT, calculate limiting factors in a therapy situation (such
as damage to capillaries) and yield information about new boron compounds.

In the model, the energy transfer of all neutron induced reactions (the 10B(n,a)
and the 14N(n,p) capture reaction as well as the recoiled protons) are included,
which result in the dose on a cellular scale. In addition to the dose distributions,
the distributions of energy depositions (commonly referred to as hit size curves)
are added to the model. The new model combined with the damage caused by
low-LET, can lead to a prediction of biological response for BNCT. The stopping
power of charged particles is investigated and the tables from the literature are
compared. Based on this comparison new stopping power tables are generated
and converted to the proper format for the micro dosimetry model. At last, the
sensitivity of the model for variation of various parameters is examined. The
model appears to be sensitive for the shape of a cell; the model will only give a
reliable result if the shape of a cell is realistically modelled.

The present model is validated by an example of a boronated cell suspension
irradiated with thermal neutrons. The example is based on a homogeneous dis-
tribution of the nuclei for the three reactions, which enables hand calculations
as well as calculations with the micro dosimetry model. From this comparison,
it can be concluded that the model can predict the energy deposition in the cell
nuclei, responsible for cell destruction, with a high degree of precision. Further
validation will be performed, with results from experiments performed by the
thermal irradiation facility at the LFR, which at this moment is under construction.

The model, described in this report, has been given the form of a Monte Carlo
calculation. In the further development of this model, the possibilities of determi-
nistic calculations will be investigated. A combination of the Monte Carlo model
and the deterministic model should serve the assessment of new boron compounds
through modelling of cell irradiation experiments. Also the new model, simula-
ting the therapy conditions, can yield therapeutic gain and the limiting factors,
as presented by the maximum permissable doses to the healthy tissue. Further,
information about the microscopic boron distribution for which a direct determi-
nation is at the limit of the present experimental techniques, might be extracted
from advanced mathematical modelling of such experiments.
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APPENDIX A. BIASED DIRECTION

A. 1 Determination of the weight factor

Calculations are restricted to consider protons emitted within a cone. The weight
factor equal to the proportion of the volume of a sphere, with a middle point in
the top of the cone and a radius R, and the volume of that part of the sphere that
is included by the cone as shown in figure A.I).

Figure A. 1 Cross section

The volume of the intersection of the cone and the sphere is

V= f I I dxdydz + I I I dxdydz, (A.I)

where A is a cone with height h and a radius a for the base and G is defined by

G = {(x,y,z) I x2 + y2 + z2 < R2 and y > h}.

For the volume of area A, a simple mathematical expression exists:

(A.2)

where h is the height of the cone and a the radius of the base.

The volume of G is equal to
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VG = / / /G dx dy dz = /y
R

=h JZf^ téf-"2-* 4 dx dy dz

(A.3)

= /y
R=h *(R2 - y2)dy = 7r(|R3 - R2 h + ih3) .

The volume of the whole sphere is equal to |7r R3. The asked weight factor BWF,
is the ratio between these two volumes:

(A.4,

A.2 Dependence of the different parameters
Most of the parameters used in the previous section are dependent on one or more
of the other parameters. In figure A.2 a horizontal cross section of the situation is
given. Based on some simple geometrical expressions the following relationships
can be obtained:

R = d cos0,
(A.5)

h = d cos2<f>,

a = d cos0 sin</>.

If these expressions are substituted into equation A.4, the weight factor can be
expressed in terms of the angle <p:

BWF = hi - cos0). (A.6)

A.3 Generate the direction within the cone

In a Cartesian coordinate system with the axis of the cone equal to the y'-axis
of the coordinate system (see figure A.3) a random direction in the cone can be
obtained as follows. The y'-vector of the direction is fixed to the axis of the cone.
A random direction is chosen by

cos x cos r
D' = | sin x cos r j , (A.7)

sinr
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Figure A.2 Horizontal cross section

where x and r are random numbers between —<j> and (f>. If the component of
the velocity in the y' direction is lesser than the cosines of angle <f>, the obtained
direction is not inside the cone, the same principle to obtain a direction will be
repeated untill the vector is in the cone.

random direction

Figure A.3 Random direction in the cone

The rotation from the new coordinate system x', y', z' to the standard system x, y,
z is described by a rotation about the z'-axis, Rz/, followed by a rotation about the
x'-axis, Ry»:
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1 0 0 \ / cosr -sinr 0
R = RX' Rz' = | 0 cosx -sinx sinr cosr 0

0 sinx cosx / \ 0 0 1
(A.8)

cosr —sinr 0
cosxsinr cosxcosr —sinx | >
sinxsinr sinxcosr cosx

where x is the rotation about the x'-axis and r about the z'-axis. If the vector of
the x' axis in x,y,z coordinates is given by

(A.9)

than

Sx
r = —arrtan- (A. 10)

%/Sy2 + Sz2

and

X = arctan§§ ifSy>0,

7T+ arctanfe ifSy<0.

A direction generated in a cone, D', can be transformed to a direction in real
coordinates, D, by using this rotation matrix:

D = RD'. (A. 12)
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APPENDIX B. THE MICRO DOSIMETRY
PROGRAM

Program model; l$Q+)($R+] (Unities: eV, mu, Gy]

Uses Dos;

Const MaxStap - 1630; (the max. length of the atop, power tables)
enstap - 50000; (energy width in eV for energy distribution)
step - 20; (« energy groups for energy distribution]
StapDis - 0.1; (Length of the subdivisions (boron and nitrogen only)}
MaxLen - 1000; (Maximum Length of a proton particle (recoil only))
MaxEn - 9.098E6; (Maximum Energy of a proton particle (recoil only))
Ngroups « 47; (Flux, cross section/ energy table length (recoil only)]

Type matrix - array[1..4] of real;

RadNTl, RadNT2,
RadCTl, RadCT2,
CNx, CNy,
Endx, Endy,
VolCytoT,VolInt,
frrec, fracl,
EM3XT, SWF,
ProAvT, NeuAv,
nnnlT, nnnCT,

Maxl, Hax2,
counter, countold

Radtiucl,
RadCytl,
Dlrx,
Startx,
VolNuc,
LumVar,
RMax,
PosAv,
nnnl.

RadNuc2,
RadCyt2,
Diry,
Starty,
VolNUcT,
VolLum,
RHaxT,
PoaAvT,
nnnc,

RadNuc3,
RadCyt3,
Dirz,
Startz,
VolCyto,
VolLumT,
EMax,
ProAv,
nnnN,

StapNum, StComp, Pos,
HaxPart, Volcoun*., i, j,

filein, fi.lei.nl, filein2, fileout
part, parti, part2, react,

RadNT3,
RadCT3,
CNz,
Endz,
VolMod,
perc.
SWFgem,
NeuAvT,
nnnNT,

ng, ii,

CelType

NucVar real;
CytoVar : real;
CenNVar
Dlst
VolCT
Radraln
BWF
d
tempA

ngold

real;
real;
real;
real;
real;
real ;
real;

integer
longint

: string[15];
: string!10] ;

sth, stm, sts,
ssth, sstm, ssts,
yearl» monthl» dayl.

sthund, eh, em, es, ehund : word;
ssthund, eeh,eem, ees,eehund : word;
dayofweekl : word;

DepNuc, DepCyto, DepNucT, DepNucTT,DepCytoT

conf, out, spr, out2

path, ready

NWF, Energy

StPowl, StPow2, HDist

: matrix;

: text;

: boolean;

: array[0..Ngroups+l] of real;

array[0..MaxStap) of real;

EDistr
RDistr

array[1..4,l..step] of longint;
array[1..4,0..step] of real;

a r r a y ( 1 . . 3 , l . . 3 ]
a r r a y ( 1 . . 3 , 1 . . 3 ]

array[1..4]
array(1..4]

Cross
NWFCross

PartCom
NWFCom, XXCom

Number : array[1..3]

(• • Functions: LeadingZero, Power }

Function LeadingZero(w:word)tstring;
var s : string;
Begin

Str(w:O,s);
if Length(3) • 1 then

s :- '0' + s;
LeadingZero :• s

End; {LeadingZero}

Function Power(a,t:real):real;
Begin

if a • 0 then Power :- 0
else power :- exp(t*ln(s))

End; (Power}

( - - Input: BeginValues, Readlnput, StopPower, Protonln - - )

Procedure BeginValues;
Begin

for i :• 0 to MaxStap do
begin

StPowl(i]:-0;
StPow2(i]:-0

end;
for i :- 1 to 3 do
begin

PartCom[ij :- 0;
XXComlL) :- 0;
DepNucti] :- 0;
DepCyto[i] :- 0;
for j :• 1 to 3 do
Cross(i,j] :- 0;

for j :• 1 to step do
EDistr[i,j} :- 0

of longint;
of real;

of longint;
of real;

of longint;
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end;
VolNuc :-
VolCyto :-
VolCount :-
PosAv : -
NeuAv :-
ProAv : -
EMax :-
RMax :-
SWFgem !•
ngold :"
ready : -

0;
0:
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0i
1;
false

End; (BeginValues)

Procedure Readlnput;
Begin

fileln :- 'rec.in';
assign(conf * f Hein) ;
reset(conf);
readln(conf/MaxPart),
readln(conf,react);
readln(conffDistr);
readln(conffRadNucl);
readln(conf,RadNuc2);
readln(conf,RadNucS);
readln(conf,NucVar);
readln(conf*CenNVar) \
readln(conf.RadCytl) ;
readln(conf,RadCyt2),
readln(conf,RadCyt3),
readln(conf.CytoVar) ;
readln(conf»perc);
readln{conf,parti);
readln(conf,part2);
readln(conf.fLleinl),
readln(conf»filein2);
readln(conf,Maxl);
readln(conf,Max2);
readln(conf,ftleout),
close(ccnf);
if Distr - 'surface'

End; (Readlnput}

[bor,nit,rec}

(total number of capture rections}
[kind of reaction: boron, nitrogen or recoil}
(kind of distribution: homogeneous or surface)

(initial radii of nucleus]

(maximum variation of initial radii of the nucleus]
(maximum shift of nucleus centre)

(initial radii of cytoplasm)

(maximum variation of initial radii of cytoplasm]
(percentage of the total contains a cell)
(name of first particle: He or pj
(name of second particle: Li or CJ
(file with stopping power tables for first particle)
(file with stopping power tables for second particle}
(maximum track length of the first particle}
(maximum track length of the first particle)
(output file}

then StComp :•!

Procedure StopPower;
Var nn : real;
Begin

assign(conf,fileinl);
reset(conf);
for i:- 1 to Haxl do
begin

if (react <> 'recoil')
then readln{conf,nn,StPowl[i])
else begin

readln(conf,nn,StPowl(i],StPow2[i},HDist[i]);
if HDist(i) - 1 then HDistU] :- 0.1

end;
StPowl(i) :- StPowl(i) * 1000;

if (react - 'recoil') then StPow2[i] :- StPow2[i] • 1000
end;
close(conf) ;
if (react <> 'recoil') then
begin

assign{conf,filein2);
reset(conf);
for i:- 1 to Max2 do
begin

readln(conf,nn,StPow2[i));
StPow2[i] :- StPow2[i] • 1000

end;
for i :- 1 to MaxStap do
HDist[i] :- StapDis;

close(conf)
end

End; (StopPower)

Procedure Protonln; ( • • * Proton only * * * )
Var phi, sigma, totNWF : real;
Begin

filein :• 'flux.in'; (Flux, Scatter cross sections and Energy}
assign(conf,filein);

. reset(conf);
totNWF :- 0;
NWF10] :- 0;
for ng :• 1 to Ngroups+1 do
begin

readln(conf,phi,sigma,Energy[ng-1]);
NWF[ng] :• phi * sigma;
if ng < Ngroups+1 then totNWF :- totNWF + NWF(ng]

end;
for ng :- 1 to Ngroups do

NWF(ng) :- NWF[ng]/totNWF;
ng :- 1;
close(conf)

End; (ProtonlnJ

Procedure Input;
Begin
BeginValues;
Readlnput;
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Stoppower;
if react - 'recoil' then Protonln

End; (Input)

[ - Initial: Particle, Range» Proton» Geometry, Centre,
HomogDistr, StartSurface, Compartment, Position * )

Procedure Particle;
Begin

if react - 'boron' then begin
part :- 'He';
if random < 0.937 then begin

Dist :- 7.9;
Po3 :- 17

end
else begin

Dist :- 9.6;
Pos :- 0

end
end

else begin
part :- 'H';
Dist :- 10.9;
Pos :- 0

end
End; (Particle)

Procedure Range(en:real); ( * * * Proton only * * * )
Var test, sum :real; c : integer;
Begin

i :- HaxStap + 1;
test :• 0;
sum :• 0;
c :- 1;
if en > MaxEn
then begin
writeln(out2,'Proton energy', en:9,' larger than maximum. Particle no.',counter:8,•' Energy group: ',ng:5);
Dist :- MaxLen;
Pos :- 0;

end
else begin

while (en > test) and (i > 1) do
begin

i :- i - 1;
ii :- 0;
if (i < 951) then c :- 10;
if (i < 951) and (test + StPow2[i]*HDist(i)*c > en) then
begin
while en > test do
begin

test :- test + StPow2[il*HDist[i);
sum :- sum + HDist(i);
Inc(ii)

end
end
else begin

test :- test + StPow2(i]*HDist[i]*c;
sum :• sum + HDist[i]*c

end
end;
test :- test - StPow2U)*HDist[i] ;
sum :- sum - HDist(i);
frrec :- (en-test)/(StPow2[i]*HDist[i]);
Dist :- (en-test)/ StPow2(i] + sum;
Pos :- i-1

end;

if Dist > RMax then RMax :- Dist;
if en > EMax then EHax :- en

End; (Range)

Procedure Proton; ( * * * Proton only * * * )
Var rand, NeutronE, ProtonE : real;
Begin

rand :- random;
NeutronE :- Energy(ng) * Power(Energy[ng-l)/Energy[ngl,rand);
rand :- 2*pi*random;
ProtonE :- 0.5 • NeutronE * (l+cos(rand));
Range(ProtonE);
PosAV :- Dist + PosAv;
ProAv :- ProtonE + ProAv;
NeuAv :- NeutronE + NeuAv

End; (Proton)

Procedure Geometry; ( * * * Tumor Cell * * * )
Var up, down, tempN : real;
Begin

if CytoVar > IE-6
then begin

down :- {(RadNucl*(1-NucVar))/RadCytl - l)/CytoVar;
if down < -1 then down :- -1;
RadCTl :- RadCytl • (1 + {(l-down)*random + down) * CytoVar);
down :- ((RadNuc2*(l-NucVar))/RadCyt2 - l)/CytoVar;
if down < -1 then down :- -1;
RadCT2 :- RadCyt2 • (1 + ((l-down)*random + down) • CytoVar);
down :- ((RadNuc3*(l-NucVar))/RadCyt3 - l)/CytoVar;
if down < -1 then down :- -1;
RadCT3 :- RadCytS • (1 + ((l-down)*random + down) * CytoVar);
VolCyto :- VolCyto + 4/3*pi * RadCTl * RadCT2 » RadCT3;

end
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else If counter - 1 then
begin

RadCTl :- RadCytl;
RadCT2 :- RadCyt2;
RadCT3 :• RadCyt3;
VolCyto :- VolCyto + 4/3'pl * RadCTl • RadCI2 • RadCT3;

end;
If NucVar > IE-6
then begin

up !- (RadCTl/RadNucl - l)/NucVar;
if up > 1 then up :- 1;
RadNTl :- RadNucl • (1 + ((1+up)«random - 1) * NucVar);
up :- (RadCT2/RadNuc2 - l)/NucVar;
if up > 1 then up :- 1;
RadNT2 : - RadNuc2 • (1 + ((1+up)«random - 1) • NucVar);
up : - (RadCT3/RadNuc3 - l)/NucVar;
i f up > 1 then up : - 1;
RadNT3 :- RadNuc3 » (1 + ((1+up)«random - 1) • NucVar);
tempN :- 4/3«pi • RadNTl • RadNT2 • RadNT3

end
else if counter - 1 then

begin
RadNTl :- RadNucl;
RadNTZ :- RadNuc2;
RadNT3 :- RadNuc3;
tempN :- 4/3«pi * RadNTl • RadNT2 • RadNT3

end;
If (CytoVar > 1E-6) or (counter - 1)
then VolCyto :- VolCyto - tempN;
If NucVar > 1E-6 then VolNuc :- VolNuc + tempN;
Inc(Volcount]

End; (Geometry)

Procedure Centre; ( * * * Tumor Cell * » * )
Var CNT, temp : real;
Begin
CNT :- 2;
while (CNT > 1) do
begin

if CenNVar > RadCTl - RadNTl then temp :- RadCTl - RadNTl
else temp :- CenNVar;

CNx :• (2*random - 1) * temp;
if CenNVar > RadCT2 • RadNT2 then temp :- RadCT2 - RadNT2

else temp :- CenNVar;
CNy :- (2«random - 1) * temp;
if CenNVar > RadCT3 - RadNT3 then temp :- RadCT3 - RadNT3

else temp :- CenNVar;
CNz :- (2«random - 1) * temp;
CNT ;- SQR(CNx/(RadCTl-RadNTl)) +

SQR(CNy/(RadCT2-RadNT2)) +
SQR(CNz/(RadCT3-RadNT3))

end
End; [Centre]

Procedure HomogDistr; ( * * * Homogeneous Distribution • « « )
Var DiaMax, phi, tau, r : real;
Begin
if KJdCT2 > RadCTa then if RadCT3 > RadCT2 then RadMin :- RadCT3

else RadMin :- RadCT2
else if RadCT3 > RadCTl then RadMin :- RadCT3

else RadMin :- RadCTl;
DiaMax :- RadMin + Dist;
phi :- 2 • pi * random;
tau :- pi * random;
r :• Power(random,0.3333)*DiaMax;
Startx ;- r • Cos(phi) « Sin(tau);
Starty :- r • Sin(phi) « Sin(tau);
Start: :- r • Cos(tau);
SWF :- 4/3«pi«Power(DlaMax,3);
SWFgem :- SWFgem + SWF

End; [StartHomog)

Procedure Startsurface;
var phi, tau : real;
Begin

phi :- random * 2 * pi;
tau : - random * 2 * pi ;
Startx :- RadCTl • cos(tau) • sin(phi);
Starty :- RadCT2 « sin(tau) • sin(phi);
Startz :- RadCT3 • cos(phi);
SWF :- 1

End; (Startsurface)

( • « • Surface Distribution « • • )
( * * • Tumor Cell « « * )

( • * « Homogeneous Distribution • * * )
1 • • • Tumor Cell • • « )

Procedure Compartment;
Var temp : real;
Begin

temp :- SQR(|Startx - CNxj/RadNTl) + SQR((Starty - CNy)/RacNT2)
+ SQR((Startz - CNs)/RadNT3);

if temp < 1 then StComp :- 1 (Nucleus)
else begin

temp :- SQRJStartx/HadCTl) +

SQR(Starty/RadCT2) +
SQR(Start*/RadCT3);

if temp < 1 then StComp :- 2 (Cytoplasm)
else StComp :- 3 (Intercellular)

end;
PartCom[StComp] :- PartComIStComp] + 1

End; (Compartment!
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Procedure Position;
Var tempD, tau, chi, phi, Ddx, Ddy, Ddz : real;
Begin
d :- sqrt(SQR(Startx) + SQR(Starty) + SQR(Startz));
if d < RadMin
then begin

Dirx :• 2*random - 1;
Diry :• 2*random • 1;
Dirz :• 2"random - 1;
BWF :- 1;
tempD:- SQRT(SQR(Dirx) + SQR(Diry) + SQR(Dirz));
Dirx :• Dirx/tempD;
Diry :- Diry/tempD;
Dirz :- Dirz/tempD

end
else begin

phi :- arctan(RadMin/SQRT(SQR(d)-SQR(RadMln)));
Ddy:- 0;
while Ddy < cO3(phi) do
begin

tau :- 2 * phi * (random • 0.5);
chi :• 2 • phi * (random - 0.5);
Ddx :- sin(chi)*co3(tau);
Ddy :- cos(chl)*cos(tau);
Ddz :• sin(tau)

end;
BWF :- 0.5 * (l-cos(phi));
if starty > 0 then chl :- arctan(Startz/Starty)

else chi :• pi + arctan(Startz/Starty);
tau :--arctan(Startx/SQRT(SQR(Starty)+SQR(Startz)));
Dirx :• Ddx'cos(tau) - Ddy*sin(tau);
Diry :- Ddx»cos(chi)"sin(tau) + Ddy«cos(chl)*cos(tau) - Ddz*sin(chi);
Dirz :- Ddx«sin(chl)«sin(tau) + Ddy«sin(chi)*cos(tau) + Ddz*cos(chi)

end
End; (Position)

Procedure Initial;
Begin

for i :- 1 to 3 do
DepNucT[i] :- 0;

Particle;
if react • 'recoil' then Proton;
Geometry;
if CenNVar > 1E-6 then Centre;
if Distr - 'homog' then begin

HomogDistr;
Compartment

end
Position

End; (Initial)

( - Track.* Depo, FractTot, DepTotal, Fraction, DepCompart - - - - - )

Procedure Depo(fr:real;var dep:matrix;ttinteger);
Var frl ; real;
Begin

frl ;- fr;
if (part - 'Li') and (Dist - 4.2) and (StapNum - 1) then frl :- frl • 0.5;
if (react - 'recoil') and (StapNum - 1) and (ii - 0) then frl :- frl • frrec;
if (t-1) or (t-3) or (t-4) or (t-5) or (t-9)
then begin

if (StComp - 3) then nnnl :- nnnl + HDist[StapNum+Pos)«frl;
if (StComp - 2) then nnnC :- nnnC + HDist[StapNum+Pos]»frl;
if (StComp - 1) then nnnN :- nnnN + HDist[StapNum+>=osJ*frl;

end;
if StComp - 3 then frl :- frl • BWF • SWF;
if part - parti
then depIStComp] :- deptStComp] + frl»StPowl[StapNum+Pos]»HDist[StapNum+Pos]
else depIStCompl ;- dep[StComp] + frl«StPow2[StapNum+Pos)*HDist[StapNum+Pos];

End; (Depo)

Procedure Fraction(xx,yy,zz,cx,cy,cz,rl,r2,r3:real);
var a,b,c : real;
Begin
rl :- SQR(rl);
r2 :- SQR(r2);
r3 :- SQR(r3);
a :- SQR(Dirx)/rl + SQR(Diry)/r2 + SQR(Dirz)/r3;
b ;- 2«((xx-cx)«Dirx/rl + (yy-cy)»Diry/r2 + (zz-cz)*Dirz/r3);
c :- (SQR(xx)+SQR(cx))/rl + (SQR(yy)+SQR(cy) )/r2 + (SQR(zz)+SQR(cz))/r3

- 2*(xx*cx/rl+yy*cy/r2+zz*cz/r3) - 1;
fracl :- (-b + S0RT(SQR(b)-4«a*c))/(2«a«HDist[StapNum+Po3]);
if fracl > 1.00000001 then
fracl :- (-b - SQRT(SQR(b)-4«a«c) )/(2«a*HDist [StapNum+Pos] ) ;

if (fracKO) or (fracl>l) then writeln(out2,'fracl ' .counter:5,fracl:10,HDist[StapNum+Pos]:10)
End; (Fraction)

Procedure DepCompart(x,y,z,xl,yl,zl:real) ;
Var tempn, teropc, te-opln, temple : real;
Begin

if countold <*> counter then
begin
tempn :- SQR((X - CNx)/RadNTl) + SQR((y - CNy)/RadNT2)

+ SQR((z - CNz)/RadNT3);
tempc :• SQR(x/RadCTl) + SQR(y/RadCT2) + SQR(z/RadCT3)

end
else begin
tempn :" templn;
tempc :- temple
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end;
tenpln :- SQR((xl - CNx)/RadNTl) + SQR((yl - CNy)/RadNT2) +

SQB(l2l - CN2J/RadNT3},-

temple :- SQR(xVRadCTl) + SQR(yl/RadCT2) + SQR(zl/RadCT3);
if tempn < 1
then begin [Start in nucleus]

Inc(number[l]);
if templn < 1
then Depo(l,Dep!lucT,l) (End in nucleus)
else begin

if temple < 1
then begin I End in cytoplasm)

Fraction(xl,yl,zl,CNx,CNy,CNz,RadNTl, RadNT2,RadNT3);
Depo(Fracl,DepCyto, 2 ) ;
Fracl :- 1 - Fracl;
Depo ( Fracl, DepNucT, 3 ) ;
Inc(number(2])

end
else vriteln(out2,counter:5,' Nucleus - - - - > intercellular ',

dist: 10,fracl: 10,HDist(stapNum+Pos): 7,StapNum+Pos : 5) ;
end {End in intercellular!

end
else begin

if tempc < 1
then begin (Start in cytoplasm)

Inc(number[2]);
if templn < 1
then begin (End in nucleus)

Inc(number[l));
Fraction (xl, yl, zl, CNx,CNy,CNî, RadNTl, RadNT2, RadNT3 ) (
Depo(Fracl,DepNucT,5);
Fracl ;- 1 • Fracl;
Depo(Fracl,DepCyto,6);

end
else begin

if temple < 1
then Depo(1,DepCyto,7) (End in cytoplasm)
else begin

Fract ion (xl, yl, zl, 0,0,0, RadCTl, RaDCT2, RadCT3 ) ;
Fracl :- 1 - Fracl;
Depo(Fracl,DepCyto,8)j(End in intercellular)
IncfnumberJ3J}

end
end

end
else begin

Inc(number(3)); (Start in intercellular)
if templn < 1
then writeln(out2,cor.nter:5, ' Intercellular • - - - > Nucleus ' ,

dist: 10, fracl: 10, HDist[StapSum+Pos] :7,stapNum+Pos:5)
else if temple < 1

then begin
Inc(number(2]);
Fraction(xl,yl,zl,0,0,0,RadCTl,RadCT2,RadCT3);
Depo(Fracl,DepCyto,10) (End in cytoplasm)

end
end (End in intercellular)

end
End; (DepCompart)

Procedure Track(x,y,z:real);
Var xl, yl, zl, help, helpl : real;

test : boolean;
Begin

path :- true;
test :- true;
helpl :- sqrt(x«x+y*y+z*z);
StapNum : » 1;
ii :- 0;
countold :- counter-1;
for i:- 1 to 3 do
number(i) :- Oi

while (test • true) and (path " true) do
begin

if (StapNum + Pos) - MaxStap then test :- false;
if react <> 'recoil' then

if (Stapnum * HDist(l)) > Dist-1E-B then test :- false;
help :- helpl;
xl :- x - Dirx • HDisttStapNum+Pos);
yl :- y - Diry * HDist[StapNum+Pos);
zl :- z - Dirz * HDistlStapNum-fPos);
helpl •' sqrt(xl'xl*yl'yl*ll'2l);
if (help > RadMin) and (helpl > help) then path :- false;
if path - true then
begin

DepCompart(x,y,z,xl,yl,zl);
x :- xl;
y :- yl;
z :- zl

end;
if (react - 'recoil') and ((StapNum + Pos) < 951)
Chen beg*in

Inc( i i ) ;
if ii > 9 then begin

Ine(StapNum);
i i : - 0;

end
end
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else Inc(StapNum)
end;
If path - false then Inc(number[3)) ;
for i:- 1 to 3 do

If numberll] <> 0 thin Inc(Cross(StComp,1))
End; {Track)

( • * • N and B only •

{ - SecPartlcle - )

Procedure SecParticle;
Begin

If d < RadMln then
begin

dirx :- -dirx;
dlry :- -diry;
dirz :- -dlrz

end;
part :" part2;
If react - 'boron' then If Dlst - 9.6 then begin

Dlst :- 4.7;
Pos :- 0

end
else begin

Dlst :- 4.2;
Po3 :- 5

end
else begin

Dlst :- 0.3;
Pos :- 0

end
End; {SecPartlcle)

{ - EnergyDepDlstr • )

Procedure EnergyDepDlstr;
Var test : longlnt;
Begin

DepNuc[StComp] :» DepNuctStComp] + DepNucT(StComp);
If StComp - 3 then test :- Round(DepNucT[StComp]/(enstap«SWF) + 0.5)

else test :" Round{DepNucT[StComp)/enstap + 0.5);
If test > step

then wrlteln(out2,'deposition',DepNucT[StComp]:10,' Is larger than upper boundary',enstap«step:10,StComp:5)
else EDlstrlStComp.test] :- EDlstrtStComp,test) + 1

End; (EnergyDepDistr)

{ - WriteOutput: Config, Volume, Capture, WriteDep, EnergyDep,
EnergySurf, Spreadsheet - )

Procedure
Begin

wrlteln
wrlteln
writeln
wrlteln
wrlteln
writeln
wrlteln
writeln
wrlteln
writeln
wrlteln
wrlteln
writeln

writeln
writeln

writeln

End; (Con

Config;

(out,'Reaction
(out,'Distribution
(out,'Initial x nuclear radius
{out,'Initial y nuclear radius
(out,'Initial z nuclear radius
(out,'Variation of nucl. radii
(out,'Max. shift of nucl. centre
(out,'Initial x cytopl. radius
(out,'Initial y cytopl. radius
(out,'Initial z cytopl. radius
(out,'Variation of cyto. radii
(out);
(out,'Date

',react);
'.Distr);

',RadNucl:10);
•,RadNuc2:10);
',RadNuc3:10);
',NucVar:10);
',CenNVar:10);
',RadCytl:10);
',RadCyt2:10);
•,RadCyt3:10);
', cytoVar : 10 ) ;

',LeadingZero(dayl),'•',
LeadingZero(monthl),'-',LeadingZero(yearl));
(out);
(out,'Start time of simulation : ',LeadingZero(sth),':',
LeadingZero(stm),':'.LeadingZero(sts),'.',LeadingZero(sthund));
(out,'End time of simulation . ',LeadingZero(eh),':',
LeadingZero(em),':',LeadlngZero(es),'.',LeadingZero(ehund))
fig)

Procedure Volume;
Var tempV : real;
Begin

if (react <> 'recoil') or (ready-'false') then
begin

if NucVar > 1E-6 then VolNuc :- VolNuc/Volcount;
if CytoVar> 1E-6 then VolCyto i- VolCyto/Volcount

end;
{ if perc > .... ZZZZZ then perc :- )
VolMod ;- (VolCyto + VolNuc) / perc;
Vollnt :- VolMod - VolCyto - VolNuc;
writeln(out);
wrlteln(out,'Volume Total :',VolMod:10);
writeln(out,'Volume Nucleus :',VolNuc:10, '
writeln(out,'Volume Cytoplasm :'.VolCyto:10,'
writeln(out,'Volume Intercellular :',VolInt:10, '

End; {Volume)

(',VolNuc>VolMod*100:5
(',VolCyto/VolMod"100:
(',VolIntAolMod«100:5

: l , ' » ) ' ) ;
5 : l , ' » ) ' )
: l , ' » ) ' )

Procedure Capture;
Begin

writeln(out);
if ready - false then
begin

partcom{4]:- PartCom[3] + PartCom[2] + PartCom(l);
writeln(out,'Captures');
wrlteln(out,'Captures Total : ',PartCom(4):8);
writeln(out,'Captures Nucleus : ',PartCom[l):8);
writeln(out,'Captures Cytoplasm : ',PartCom[2]:B);
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writeln(out,'Captures Intercellular : ',PartCom[3):8);
wrlteln(out);
for i -•" 1 to 4 do
if PartComli] - 0 then PartComli] :- 1;

SWFgem :- SWFgem/ PartCom[41i
NeuAv :» NeuAv / Partcom[4];
ProAv :• ProAv / Parncom[4];
PosAv :• PosAv / PartCom[4];
writeln(out/'mean start volume (mu~3) :',SWFgem:10);
writelnfout,'mean neutron energy (eV) :',NeuAv:10);
writeln(out,'mean proton energy (eV) :',ProAv:10);
writeln(out,'max. proton energy (eV) :',EMax:10);
writelntout,'mean proton track length :',PosAv:10);
writeln(out,'max. proton track length :',Rmax:10);
writeln(out);

writeln(out,'Particles Cross ','Nucleus':15,'Cytoplasm' :15,'Intercellular':15);
writeln(out,'Captures Nucleus: ',Cross[l,l):15,Cross[l,2]:15,Cross[1,3]:15);
writeln(out,'Captures cytoplasm : ',Cross[2,l.]:15,Cross[2,2]: 15,Cross[2,3]:15);
writeln (out,'Captures Intercellular : ',Crossl3,l]:15,CrossJ3,2]:15,Cross[3,3]:15);
tempA :- (PartCom[l]+PartComI2])«SWFgem/(PartCom(3]«(VolCyto+VolNuc)) ;
writeln(out2,counter: 10,VolMod: 10,SWFgem: 10,tempA: 10,PartComI3] :10);
XXComl3] :- (PartCom[l]+PartCom[2])«VolMod/(VolCyto+VolNuc);
XXCom[4J :- XXComl3] + PartComl2] + PartComli];
writeln(out);

writelntout,'Captures Recalculated');
if react - 'recoil' then writeln(out,'Captures Total ; ',XXCom[4]: 12)

else writeln(out,'Captures Total : ',Round(XXCom[4]):8);
writelntout,'Captures Nucleus : ',PartCom[l]: 12,' (',PartCom[l]/XXCom[4]*100:5:l, '»)');
writeln(out,"Captures Cytoplasm : ',PartCom[2]:12,' (',PartCom[2]/XXComt4]*100:5:l,'%)');
if react - 'recoil' then writeln(out,'Captures Intercellular : ',XXCom[3):12,' (',XXCom[3]/XXCom[4]»100:5:l,'»)')

else writelntout,'Captures Intercellular : ',Round(XXComI3J):8);
writeln(out);
nnnN :- nnnN / PartComli];
nnnC :• nnnC / PartCom(2];
nnnl :- nnnl / XXCom[3];
writelntout,'mean track length N :',nnnN:10);
writelntout,'mean track length C :',nnnC:10);
writeln(out,'mean track length I :',nnnI:10);
if react <> 'recoil' then
begin
writelntout,'Energy Dep':10,'Total':12,'Nucleus':12,'Cytoplasm':12,'Intercellular':15);
for ji- 1 to step do
begin

EDistrI4,j] :« EDistr[l/j] + EDistr[2,j] + EDistr[3,j];
writelntout,enstap«j«lE-6:10,EDistr[4,j]:12,EDistr[l,j]:12,EDistr(2,j):12,EDistr[3,j]:12)

end;
writeln (out);
writeln(out);
writelntout,'Energy Dep':10,'Total':15,'Nucleus':15,'Cytoplasm':15,'Intercellular':15);
RDistr[2,0] :- 1 - Cross[2,l]/PartCom[2);
RDistr(3,0] :- 1 - Cross[3,l]/XXCom|3];
RDistr[4,0] :- 1 - (Cross[l,l]+Cross|2,l]+Cross|3,l])/XXCom[4];
writelntout,'0.000E+00':10,' ':3,RDistr[4,0]:12,' ':3,'0.00000E+00': 12,' ':3,RDistr[2,0]:12,' ':3,RDistr[3,0]:12);
for j:- 1 to step do
begin

RDistrtl.j] :- EDistrd.j] / PartComli];
RDistr[2,j] :- EDistr[2,j) / PartComl2];
RDistr(3,j] :- EDistr[3,JJ / XXCom[3);
RDistr[4,j] :- EDistrI4,j] / XXCom[4);
writelntout,enstap*j«lE-6:10, ' ':3,RDistr[4,J):12,' ':3,RDistr[l,j]:12,' ':3,RDistr[2,j]: 12,' ':3,RDistr(3,l):12)

end
end

end
else
begin

NWFCom[4] :- NWFCom[3] + NWFComl2] + NWFCom[l];
writeln(out,'Captures');
writeln(out,'Captures Total : ',NWFComl4]: 12);
writelntout,'Captures Nucleus : ',NWFCom[l]:12);
writelntout,'Captures Cytoplasm : ',NWFComt2]: 12);
writelntout,'Captures Intercellular : ',NWFCom[3]:12);
writeln(out);
writelntout,'mean neutron energy (eV) :',NeuAv:10);
writelntout,'mean proton energy (eV) :',ProAv:10);
writelntout,'max. proton energy (cV) :',EMax:10);
writelntout,'mean proton track length :',PosAv:10);
writelntout,'max. proton track length :',Rmax:10);
writeln(out);
writeln(out,'Particles Cross ','Nucleus':15,'Cytoplasm':15,'Intercellular':15);
writelntout,'Captures Nucleus: ',NWFCross[l,l]:15,NWFCross[l,2]:15,NWFCross[l,3]:15);
writeln(out,'Captures Cytoplasm : ',NWFCross[2,l]:15,HWFCross[2,2]:15,NWFCross(2,3]:15);
writelntout,'Captures Intercellular : ',NWFCross(3,1):15,NWFCross(3,2]:15,NWFCross[3,3]:15);
writeln(out);
writeln(out,'mean track length N :',nnnN:10);
vriteln(out,'mean track length C :',nnnC:10);
writeln(out,'mean track length I :',nnnI:10);
DepNuc[4] :- (DepNuc[l]'VolNuc + DepNuc[2]*VolCyto + DepNuc[3]*VolInt)/VolHod;
DepCyto[4) :- (DepCyto[l]«VolNuc + DepCyto[2]*VolCyto + DepCyto[3]«Volmt)/VolHod;
writeln(out);
writelntout,'Energy Dep':10,'Total': 15,'Nucleus': 15,'Cytoplasm':15,'Intercellular':15);
RDistr[2,0] :- 1 - Cross[2,l)/NWFCom[2];
RDistr[3,0] :- 1 - Cross[3,l]/NWFCom(3);
RDistr[4,0] :- 1 - (Cross[l,l]+Cross[2,l]+Cross[3,l))/NWFCom[4);
wrlteln(out,'0.000E+00':10,' ':3,RDistr[4,01:12,' ':3,'O.000O0E+OO':12,' ':3,RDistr[2,0]:12,' ':3,RDistr[3,0):12);
for J;- 1 to step do
begin

RDistrtl.j] :- EDistr[l,j] / MWFCom[l];
RDistr[2,j] :- EDistrl2,J] / NWFCom[2];
RDistr[3,j] :- EDistr[3,j] / NWFCom[31;
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RDistrl4,j) :- EDistr[4,j] / NWFCom[4];
writeln(out,enstap»j'lE-6:10,' ':3,RDistr[4,j]:12, ' ':3,RDistr{l,j]:12,' ':3,RDistr[2,j]:12,• ':3,RDistr[3,

end
end;

End; {Capture)

Procedure WriteDep(dn,dc:matrix;k:integer) ;
Begin

writeln(out);
vriteln(out,'Total energy deposition in nucleus : ',dn[k]:15);
writeln(out,'Total energy deposition in cytoplasm : ',dc[k]:15):
writeln(out);
vriteln(out)

End; (WriteDep)

Procedure EnergyDep;
Begin

if ready - false then
begin
DepNuc[3] :- tempA * DepNuc[3]/SWFgem;
DepCyto[3) :- tempA • DepCyto[3]/SWFgem;
DepNuc[4) :- DepNucU] + DepNuc[2) + DepHuc[3];
DepCytot4) :- DepCyto[l) + DepCyto[3] + DepCytot3J;
writeln(out);
writeln(out,'Nucleus Captures (eV)');
WriteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto, 1 ) ;
writeln(out,'Cytoplasm Captures (eV)');
WriteDep(DepHuc,DepCyto,2);
writeln(out,'Intercellular Captures (eV)')j
KriteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto,3);
writeln(out,'All Captures (eV)');
WriteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto,4);
writeln(out,'- - - - - - - - - - - - . . . - - - . - - - - - • • - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - ' ) ;
for i:- 1 to 4 do
begin

if PartComli] < 1E-12 then PartCom[i] :- 1;
if XXComli] < 1E-12 then XXComli] :- 1;
If i < 3
then begin

DepNuc[i] :- DepNucli] / PartComti];
DepCyto[i) :- DepCyto{i] / PartComli]

end
else begin

DepNuc(i) :- DepNuc(i) / XXComli);
DepCyto[iJ :- DepCyto[iJ / XXCom[i)

end
end;
writeln(out);
writeln{out,'Nucleus Captures (eV/capture)');
WriteDep{DepNuc,DepCyto,1);
writeln(out,'Cytoplasm Captures (eV/capture)');
WriteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto,2);
wrlteln(out,'Intercellular Captures (eV/capture)');
WriteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto,3);
uriteln(out,'All Captures (eV/capture)');
WriteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto, 4 ) ;
wrlteln(out,' );
for i :- 1 to 4 do
begin

DepNucfl] :- DepNucli] * 1.6OE-4 / VolNuc;
DepCyto[i] :- DepCytoli] • 1.6OE-4 / VolCyto

end
end;
writeln(out);
writeln(out,'Nucleus Captures (Gy/capture)');
WriteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto,1);
writeln(out,'Cytoplasm Captures (Gy/capture)');
WriteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto,2);
«riteln(out,'Intercellular Captures (Gy/capture)');
WriteDep (DepNuc, DepCyto, 3 ) ;
writeln(out,'All Captures (Gy/capture)');
WriteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto,4)

End; {EnergyDep)

Procedure EnergySurf;
Begin

writeln(out);
writeln(out,'Captures Total :'.MaxPart:15);
writeln(out);
writeln(out,'Particles Through ', 'Nucleus':15,'Cytoplasm':15,'Intercellular':15);
writeln(out,1 '.Cross[1,1]: 15,Cross[1,2]: 15,Cross[1,3]:15);
writeln(out);
writeln(out):
writeln(out,'EDistr Event (MeV)','Surface':15);
for i:- 1 to step do
writeln(out,enstap«i/lE6:10,EDistr[1,1]:15);

writeln(out);
writeln(out,'EDistr Event (MeV)','Surface':15);
if Cross[l,l] - 0 then Cross[1,1]:-l;
for i:- 1 to step do
writeln(out,enstap«i/lE6:15,EDistr[l,l]/Cross[1,1]:15);

writeln(out);
writeln(out,'All Captures (eV)');
WriteDep(DepHuc,DepCyto,1);
writeln(out,' ' ) ;
DepNuc[1] :- DepNuc[1) / MaxPart;
DepCytoIl] :- DepCytot'l) / MaxPart;
writeln(out);
writeln(out,'All Captures (eV/capture)');
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WriteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto, 1 ) ;
vrlteln(out,"

1 to 3 do

:- DepNucfl] • 1.60E-4 / VolNuc;
:- DepCyto[l] * 1.60E-4 / volCyto

for
begin
DepNuc[1]
DepCytoI11

end;
wrlteln(out);
wrlteln(out,'All Captures (Gy/capture)');
WrlteDep(DepNuc,DepCyto,l)

End; {EnergySurf]

Procedure Spreadsheet;
Begin

assign(spr,'dose.out');
rewrite(spr);
writeln(spr,VolMod);
writeln(spr,VolNuc) ;1
writeln ( spr, VolCy to) ;
writeln(spr,Vollnt);
writeln(spr);
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln(spr,DepNuc[1));
wrlteln (spr, DepCyto [ID;
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln(spr,DepNuc[2D;
writeln(spr,DepCyto[21) ;
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln (spr) ;
wrlteln (spr, DepNuc [3D;
wrlteln (spr, DepCyto [3D ;
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln(spr);
wrlteln(spr,DepNuc(4D:
wrlteln(spr,DepCyto[4]);
close(spr)

End; [Spreadsheet]

Procedure WriteOutput(t: integer) ;
Begin

if t - 1 then Conflg;
Volume;
If Dlstr - 'homog' then begin

Capture;
EnergyDep

end
else EnergySurf;

If t - 1 then Spreadsheet
End; (WriteOutput)

( - - - Group : BeginV

Procedure BeginV(k:integer),
Begin

if It - 0 then
begin

for i :- 1
begin

to 3

DepNucTT[i]
DepCytoT[i]
NWFCom[il
for j :-
NWFCros

end;
VolNucT
VolCytoT
PosAvT
NeuAvT
ProAvT
EmaxT
RmaxT
nnnNT
nnnCT
nnnIT
VolCT

•

-

-

-

•

-

-

-

m

1 to
s[i,

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

do

:- 0;
:- 0;
:- 0;
3 do
j] :- 0

end;
if k - 1 then
begin

for i : - 1 to 3 do
begin

if i > 2 then NWFCom[i] :- NWFComU] + XXCom[i] «NWF[ng-l]
else NWFCom[i] :- NWFComti] + PartCom[l] "NWF[ng-l] ;

DepNucTT(i) :- DepNucTT(i] + DepNuc[i]«NWF[ng-ll;
DepCytoT[i] :- DepCytoT[i] + DepCyto[i]«NWF[ng-l);
for j :- 1 to 3 do

NWFCross[i,j] ;- NWFCrossll,j) + Cross[i,j]«NWF(ng-l]
end;
VolNucT :- VolNucT + VolNuc«NWF[ng-l];
VolCytoT :- VolCytoT + VolCyto«NWF[ng-l];
VolCT .-- VolCT + VolCount«NWF[ng-lJ;
PoaAvT :- PosAvT + PosAv*NWFtng-lJ;
NeuAvT :• NeuAvT + NeuAv*NWF[ng-l] ;
ProAvT :• ProAvT + ProAv*NWFlng-l];
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if EMax > EmaxT then EMaxT :- EMaxT + EMax;
if RMax > RmaxT then RmaxT :- RMaxT + RMax;
nnnNT :- nnnNT + nnnN«NWF[ng-l];
nnnCT :- nnnCT + nnnC*NWF[ng-l];
nnnIT :- nnnIT •*• nnm*NWF(ng~l) :

end;
if k • 2 then
begin

for i :- 1 to 3 do
begin

DepNuc[i] :- 0;
DepCytoti] :- 0;
PartCom[i] :- 0;
XXCom[i] :- 0;
for j :- 1 to 3 do
Croasli.j] :- 0

end;
if NucVar > 1E-6 then VolNuc :- 0;
if CytoVar > 1E-6 then Volcyto :- 0;
VolCount :- 0;
PosAv :- 0;
NeuAv :- 0;
ProAv :- 0;
EMax :- 0;
RMax :- 0;
VolCount :• 0;
nnnN :- 0;
nnnC :- 0;
nnnl :• 0;

end;

if k - 3 then
begin

for i :- 1 to 3 do
begin

DepNuc[i] :- DepNucTT(1];
DepCyto(i) :- DepCytoT(i);

end;
if NucVar > 1E-6 then VolNuc :- volNucT;
if CytoVar > 1E-6 then Volcyto :- VolCytoT;
PosAv :- PoaAvT;
NeuAv :- NeuAvT;
ProAv :- ProAvT;
Emax :- EMaxT;
Rmax :- RMaxT;
nnnN :• nnnNT;
nnnC :• nnnCT;
nnnl :• nnnIT;
ready :- true;

end
End; (BeginV)

Procedure Group;
Begin

ng :" Trunc((counter-l)*NGroups/MaxPart) + 1;
if counter - MaxPart then ng :- ng + 1;
if ng <> ngold
then begin

if ngold - 1 then begin
BeginV(O); {Clear temp, variables)
asth :- sth;
sstm :•• stm;
asts :» sts;
ssthund :•• sthund

end
else begin

ssth :- eeh;
sstm :- eem;
ssts :- ees;
ssthund :- eehund

end;
ngold ;- ng;
writeln(out, ' « " - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - « . — — " " - - - - - - " - - - " " " - - - - " - - — - • - — ' ) ;
writeln(out,'Energy group :',ng-l:5,NWF[ng-l]:10);
GetTime(eeh,eem,ees,eehund);
writeln(out,'Start time of simi'lation : ' ,LeadingZero(ssth), ' : ',

LcadingZero(sstm),':',LeadingZero(ssts),•.'.LeadingZero(ssthund));
wrlteln(out,'End time of simulation : ',LeadlngZero(eeh),':',

LeadingZero(eem),':'.LeadingZero(ees),'.',LeadingZero(eehund));
WriteOutput(O);
BeginV(l); (Store Variables)
if counter - MaxPart
then begin

writeln(out,'«---«--—..--..——-----«--——«-——-—.—-------™
BeginV(3); (Restore Variables)

end
else BeginV(2) (Clear variables)

end;
End; (Group)

( Main )

Begin
writeln('begin');
GetTime(ath,stm,sts,sthund);
GetDate(yearl,monthl,dayl,dayofweekl);
Randomize;
Input;
assign(out,fileout);
rewrite(out);
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assign(out2,'error.out');
rewrite(out2);
writeln(react,Maxpart:15);
for counter:«l to MaxPart do
begin

Initial;

Track(Startx,Starty,Startz);
if react <> 'recoil'
then begin

SecParticle;
Track(Startx,Starty,Startz)

end;
if DepNucTlStComp] > 1E-16 then EnergyDepDistr;
if react - 'recoil' then Group;
if Frac(counter*20/MaxPart) - 0 then writeln('Num-'.counter: 10, ' D i s f ,Dlst:10, ' SWF-',SWF:10, ' BKF-',BWF:10)
id;end;

GetTime{ehfem,es,ehund);
KriteOutput(l)/
close(out);
close(out2);
writelnfend' );

End.
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